Ligand binding site similarity identification based on chemical and geometric similarity.
The similarity comparison of binding sites based on amino acid between different proteins can facilitate protein function identification. However, Binding site usually consists of several crucial amino acids which are frequently dispersed among different regions of a protein and consequently make the comparison of binding sites difficult. In this study, we introduce a new method, named as chemical and geometric similarity of binding site (CGS-BSite), to compute the ligand binding site similarity based on discrete amino acids with maximum-weight bipartite matching algorithm. The principle of computing the similarity is to find a Euclidean Transformation which makes the similar amino acids approximate to each other in a geometry space, and vice versa. CGS-BSite permits site and ligand flexibilities, provides a stable prediction performance on the flexible ligand binding sites. Binding site prediction on three test datasets with CGS-BSite method has similar performance to Patch-Surfer method but outperforms other five tested methods, reaching to 0.80, 0.71 and 0.85 based on the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, respectively. It performs a marginally better than Patch-Surfer on the binding sites with small volume and higher hydrophobicity, and presents good robustness to the variance of the volume and hydrophobicity of ligand binding sites. Overall, our method provides an alternative approach to compute the ligand binding site similarity and predict potential special ligand binding sites from the existing ligand targets based on the target similarity.